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Fig 35. Type 2 scarf joint in wall-plate (exploded 
conjectural). 

J 

j. 
Fig 36. Conjectural development of scribed mark on truss 
C (Heather Homer). 

Wallingford, land to the rear of the Old Post Office, 
Church Lane 
Stephen Hammond and Andy Taylor 

A variety of medieval and post-medieval deposits were 
encountered during the excavation of foundation pads, 
adding to the information recorded during an earlier 
evaluation (SMA 34). Most of these were left preserved in 
situ, as the foundation depth did not threaten them. A 
complete absence of finds from the 14111 to 16th centuries 
reinforces the impression that this site witnessed a decline, 
consistent with most of the rest of the town in this period. 

Wallingford, 6A St John's Road (SU 60593 89103) 
A second stage evaluation (first stage in SMA 34) again 
revealed a ditch aligned east-to-west, and a dump of clean 
clay interleaved with gravel, which seems to have been 
deposited after the ditch had passed out of use. Again these 
features cannot be dated (a single fragment of medieval tile 
and two fragments of animal bone were the only finds) but 
they are no longer thought so likely to be elements of the 
Saxon burh defences, although this interpretation is not 
wholly precluded. 

Wallingford, 33 Croft Road (SU 6040 8935) 
Pamela Jenkins 

A substantial ditch and bank were observed in a watching 
brief. Aligned north-to-south, it is possible that these relate 
to the Anglo-Saxon burh defences, but no dating evidence 
was retrieved. A further ditch or pit was also partially 
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Oxfordshire 
observed: this contained animal bone and charcoal remains 
undated. 

Woodstock, land at the rear of the Punchbowl Inn, 
Oxford Road (SP 44650 16725) 
Andy Taylor 

No archaeological finds or deposits were encountered in a 
watching brief. 
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Oxfordshire (SP 571 203) and a geophysical survey 
south of the town (centred around SP 572 200) 

Eberhard Sauer 

The tombstones from the town wall foundations 
Only briefly mentioned in the last issue (SMA 34,2004: 83), 
the 2003 season has yielded one most exceptional 
discovery: we found a tombstone, broken into 20 recovered 
fragments, embedded in the rubble foundations of the 
Alchester town wall (Fig 37). The fragments were spread 
over an area of 2.03m (north-south) by 3.14m (west-east) 
and their individual discovery, recording and recovery took 
19 working days between 27 August and 14 September 
2003. 

The road leading through the gate survived. The gate 
opening was 2.95m wide, corresponding roughly to ten 
Roman feet. There were no traces of a widening of the 
foundations (if one excludes a single irregular 0.4m wide 
and 2.20m long buttress on the outside [west] of the town 
wall from 2 to 4.4m north of the gate opening). This 
suggests that the gate had not been provided with any 
massive flanking towers which would have required wider 
foundations than the town wall (whose width was on 
average c 3m). 
Since fragments of the tombstone were found in the buttress 
and main foundations alike (though the three largest were 
deliberately placed in the buttress), we may conclude that 
they are contemporary. Sections through the foundations 
and the buttress further demonstrated that they had been 
built at the same time and that we are not dealing with any 
later modification. Preliminary investigations of finds 
embedded in an artificial berm for the town wall suggest 



Oxfordshire 
Alchester. The same is true for the Dorset hillforts. We 

cannot be sure whether they were amongst the over 20 

native strongholds, oppida, Vespasian was said to have 
conquered, but, if so, they certainly would not have been too 

far to be conquered in a summer campaign by a legion based 
at A lchester. Whether or not Vespasian's operations 
extended into the ten-itory of the Durotriges in Dorset and 

Somerset, there is no necessity any longer to continue to 
search for Vespasian's legionary base south of the Thames, 
where generations have searched for it in vain. In the light 
of the new evidence, it seems more likely that it was north of 
the Thames, at Alchester. 

The geophysical survey 
In 2004 the Alchester project carried out extensive 
resistivity and magnetometer surveys covering most of the 
western half of the meadow south of the town, as well as 
smaller areas in the east of the field south-west of the town. 
The main aim of these surveys was to establish whether or 
not there were any military ditches in this area. The position 
of the granary (Fig 39), cut by the later town wall 
foundations (SMA 34, 2004: 80 Fig 15), indicates almost 
certainly that the southern ditches of the main fortress must 
be outside the circuit of the later town walls. The two linear 
low resistance features, previously tentatively identified as 

possible south ditches of the fortress (SMA 34, 2004: 79 Fig 

14), were picked up again (fig 40), but the southern one 
does not continue to the west beyond a T-junction with a 
north-south running linear feature, while its northern 
counterpart continues in a straight line, and does not curve 
to the north. The hypothesis that they might form part of a 
military double-ditch at the south side of the fortress can 
thus no longer be maintained. However, a straight linear 
positive magnetic anomaly was detected (Fig. 39), running 
from SP 457136 220051 to SP 457214 220062 (either point 
coinciding with the edge of the area explored by 
magnetometer survey). It would be in a perfect position for 
the outer ditch of the main fortress, but the question whether 
this is the correct interpretation or whether it may be a later 
ditch (eg of the Roman civilian period), can only be 
resolved by excavation. Because there is a stone bank, 
lining the brook, immediately north of this magnetic 
anomaly, it was impossible to verify whether or not there 
was a second, parallel, linear anomaly north of it (as one 
would expect in case of a military double ditch). The 
observation that it showed up clearly in a magnetometer 
survey may indicate a ditch with ceramic building material 
in its fill. If so, at least the uppermost ditch fill must date to 
well within the civilian period, as no ceramic building 
material was used in the military phase. However, this 
observation is compatible with the theory of a construction 
in the military as well as in the civilian period. In the latter 
case, it is possible that the southern ditches of the main 
fortress were slightly further north in' the area of the Gagle 
Brook or the stone bank south of it, where they would be 
undetectable. Alternatively, they could have been 
incorporated in, and thus have been partially or completely 
destroyed by, later civilian ditches or the bed of the Gagle 
Brook. A range of other straight linear low resistance (Fig 
39) and high magnetic anomalies were detected between the 
brook and the railway. Some of them may be Roman 
drainage ditches, property boundaries or ditches lining 
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minor side roads, as is suggested by the fact that their 
alignment is parallel, or at a right angle. to that of the 
A lchester-Dorchester road and to the Roman town walls. 
The date of some linear features at an oblique angle to the 
above is less certain. None of these other features has the 
appearance of a military double-ditch which thus, almost 
certainly, was towards the north end of the meadow, 
whether or not the above-mentioned high magnetic anomaly 
was part of it. 
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Introduction to the Ridgeway and Vale Project 
The background to the project and site has been detailed in 

previous interim reports in South Midlands Archaeology 
(Lock et. al. 2002; Lock et. al. 2003; Lock et. al. 2004). 
As in previous years the excavation acts as a training 
excavation for Oxford University students, and is 


